
This newsletter is provided with our compliments. Its purpose is to inform our readers of developments within the firm and in the legal field of intellectual
property law. We invite your comments, questions, and opinions.
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Over the years, baseball trading
cards have increased in popularity
and value.  They have spawned col-
lector organizations, publications,
card shows, and card stores.  Base-
ball trading cards have become big
business, from which the players
receive compensation; the baseball
umpires do not.  Ratner & Prestia
recently completed a successful rep-
resentation of 12 Major League
BaseballTM umpires in a lawsuit
against several of the baseball trad-
ing card companies.  The suit was
based upon the unauthorized and
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uncompensated use of the umpires'
pictures on baseball trading cards.
The issues arose from the action
scenes that appear on baseball trad-
ing cards, in which an umpire is
seen calling a play or
otherwise interacting
with the players, such 
as the scene shown in
the fictional card
depicted adjacent this
article.  The question
was, "Did the base-
ball trading card com-
panies infringe upon
the umpires' right 
of publicity with the
commercial use of 
the umpires' pictures
on baseball trading
cards?"  

The rights of pub-
licity and privacy have
evolved over the years
from the common law,
i.e. from the body of
law that is based on
court decisions, as
opposed to statutory
law that is based upon
laws passed by the
legislature.  Today, a
number of states have
legislation defining
these rights.  There is
often an overlap
between the right of
privacy and the right
of publicity.  Although
it is always necessary

to determine the specific elements
that make up the cause of action in
a particular jurisdiction, there are
some general definitions that are

How to Keep (Your) Face - 
The Rights of Publicity and Privacy
by Benjamin E. Leace

2000 Baseball Cards

Joe Baseball

Catcher

Baseball trading cards typically depict a player in an
action pose on the playing field.  The fictional card
shown above, for example, shows a catcher tagging a slid-
ing runner.  Players are clearly entitled to receive com-
pensation for the commercial use of their photographs by
the card companies.  Are other people, specifically
umpires, who also appear on the card similarly entitled? 

(continued on page 6)



Despite its recognized draw-
backs, including cost, drain on
resources, complexity, delay, and
uncertainty of outcome, litigation is
sometimes unavoidable.  If so, litiga-
tion should be treated as the busi-
ness activity that it is rather than as
an activity unto itself.  (See Vol. 2,
No. 1, Winter 1991, of this newslet-
ter for an article discussing business
management of litigation.)  As with
any business practice, the "goals" or
motives for litigating must be con-
sidered.  These goals should be dis-
cussed at the outset of a case and
reviewed often during the process
of litigation.  Identified below are
some goals that might prompt a
plaintiff-patent owner or a defen-
dant-accused infringer to litigate. 
I. Plaintiff
A. The patent owner may want to
exclude competitors to secure a
competitive advantage.  By defini-
tion, a patent gives its owner the
right to exclude others from making,
using, offering to sell, selling, and
importing the claimed invention. 
B. The patent owner may seek to
collect damages for past infringement. 
C. Sometimes, a patent owner may
be obligated to enforce its patent
rights by the terms of a license
agreement; the downside risk that

the licensed patent might be held
invalid or unenforceable should be
considered carefully, however, by
both the licensor and licensee
before suit is brought. 
D. All too often, patent owners sue
on "principle," either emotionally
upset that an infringer is stealing
their technology or concerned with
the effect on their reputation of a
less-drastic response to infringe-
ment.  Although an industry-wide
reputation for enforcement of patent
rights can prove valuable, salving
emotions is generally not a worthy
goal. 
II.Defendant
A. Assuming the defendant has a
good faith belief that it can start or
continue certain activity without
infringing the patent, but expecting
the patent owner to disagree, the
defendant may still want to pursue
the business activity risking an
infringement accusation.  For exam-
ple, the accused product line may
be of great importance to the com-
pany.  The accused infringer may be
unable or unwilling to "design
around" the patent by engineering a
modified and clearly non-infringing
product.  In any case, when choos-
ing to litigate to continue an existing
product, the question "What if an in-

Why Litigate a Patent Dispute?

Speaker’s Forum

• Ken Nigon moderated a tutorial
on computer technology and
intellectual property law for
biotech attorneys on January 26 at
the American Intellectual Property
Law Association's midwinter
meeting.  The program was titled,
"A Technical and Legal Primer on
Electronic and Software Technolo-
gy, Designed for Chemical/
Biotech Lawyers." 

• Kevin Casey did some early
recruiting by speaking to a class of
students on career day at General
Wayne Middle School in Malvern,
Pa.  Kevin explained what an intel-
lectual property (IP) attorney does,
the education and training required
for a job in the field, the skills and
abilities a student should have for an
IP career, and the school subjects
related to such a career.  He also
provided recommendations for mid-
dle school students interested in a
career in IP law.  Based on the

junction is imposed?" must be asked. 
B. A license to continue the accused
activity may be unavailable.  A
potential license through an existing
licensee of the patent owner should
be considered before this option is
discarded and litigation pursued. 
C. Like the patent owner, the defen-
dant may conduct litigation based
on "principle."  The defendant may
be emotionally upset, perhaps by
the suit itself or other actions of the
plaintiff, or by the effect on its repu-
tation of a decision not to litigate
(i.e., a "soft touch").  We have found
litigation based on principle ill-
advised because vindication of prin-
ciple is generally not a worthy busi-
ness goal.  ■

response he received, the ranks of
the IP lawyers may grow in about
ten years! 

• Jacques Etkowicz continued the
educational trend in his speech to
first-year students at Temple Law
School in November at their "Nuts
and Bolts" career fair.  His presen-
tation centered on intellectual
property law and included such
topics as e-commerce, the types of
work an IP lawyer performs, and
how one becomes an IP lawyer. ■

The next time you are tempted to
think, "I'm sure someone already
thought of that," consider this:

Over 6 million patents have been
issued since the first patent in 1790.
Last year, the PTO issued over
161,000 patents. 

Somebody May Have
Already Thought 
of That
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The current intellectual property
(IP) asset management system 
that exists in many companies 
consists merely of collecting patents
in a file drawer in the legal depart-
ment.  This practice leaves a lot to
be desired.  Andy Ney, former
patent counsel in a large cor-
poration, points out from personal
experience, "Successful IP manage-
ment can have a very real and 
lasting effect on a company's bot-
tom line.  One year, our company's
entire profit could be attributed 
to licensing income from its IP 
portfolio." 

So what should a business do?
Perhaps they should follow the lead
of the country's largest and most
innovative companies; many have
recently begun specific programs
aimed at managing their IP.  One of
our clients, IBM, was among the first
to develop an application to manage
its own IP information more effi-
ciently.  The solution - the IBM
Patent Server Website - was based
on Internet/intranet technology and
was designed to deliver information
on patents rapidly and easily to the
desktop.  In 1997, IBM made this
system available to the public via
the World Wide Web.  This site
(http://www.ibm.com/patents)
remains one of the most compre-
hensive sources for finding and
viewing information on more than 2
million U.S. patents issued since
1971.  On average, during 1998, the
site had close to a half-million hits
per day and continues to grow.  Of
course, IBM encourages site visitors
to license IBM technology. 

Companies need not be as
sophisticated as IBM to implement 
a successful program.  Any success-
ful program should include the follow-
ing steps: 1) create an inventory by
identifying IP assets; 2) assess those
assets by determining their value; 3)
develop a strategy by linking the IP

Mine Your Gold:
Inventory IP Assets

About two years ago, a nu-
cleus of corporate and private
patent practitioners began for-
mulating the concept of an inde-
pendent, privately run, patent
court.  Designed by patent own-
ers and patent practitioners, the
National Patent Board (NPB) was
modeled after the National Adver-
tising Division of the Better Busi-
ness Bureau (the "NAD").  That
independent body, created by
advertisers to resolve the often
highly technical and high-dollar
impact issues arising from nation-
al product advertising, has a 
25-year record of delivering
quick, inexpensive, and respected
results.  NAD rules provide for
limited discovery and written,
non-binding decisions.  The quali-
ty of these decisions has led 
to a very high acceptance rate,
allowing disputants to avoid the
far more costly and protracted
alternatives of Lanham Act or 
Federal Trade Commission pro-
ceedings. 

Similarly, the NPB is designed
to provide patent disputants with
an alternative forum comprising
"blue ribbon" panels of experi-
enced patent attorneys, who will
supervise limited discovery and
render expedited decisions based,
in most cases, solely on briefs and
lawyer argument.  The NPB is an
entirely new private court for
expeditious and high-quality reso-
lution of patent disputes.  It has
been discussed at several national
conferences.  Procedural rules
have been debated and adopted,

and a Board of Trustees represent-
ing major industry and inventor
groups is now functioning. 

The NPB Board of Trustees
represents a wide spectrum of the
patent community, including large
and small corporations, law firms,
a law school professor, and a
United States District judge.  Cor-
porations who have representa-
tives on the Board of Trustees are
The Procter & Gamble Company,
Becton Dickinson & Co., Mobil Oil
Corp., Rohm and Haas Company,
Deloitte & Touche, Anatomic
Research, Inc., Symyx Technolo-
gies, General Electric Company,
Schlumberger Limited, and Intel
Corporation.  Ratner & Prestia is
one of the private law firms sup-
porting the NPB. 

The ultimate success of the
NPB will depend upon the quality
of the panelists who render the
decisions.  Only if the proceedings
are truly expeditious and fair, and
the decisions well-reasoned and
consistent with controlling judicial
authority, will disputants come to
respect and use the NPB.  Kevin
Casey of R&P has been trained
and certified to enter the pool of
experienced patent practitioners
that the NPB will assign to serve
on three-member panels.  The
panels will conduct proceedings
and render decisions in patent dis-
putes submitted to the NPB.
Please contact Kevin if you would
like more information about the
NPB, including its rules and rec-
ommended techniques for resolv-
ing patent disputes.   ■

The National Patent Board

assets to overall business goals; 4)
invest in selected IP to build for the
future; 5) deploy the assets to make
money; and 6) evaluate the results.
The process of fashioning an IP
asset portfolio can require a substan-

tial commitment and is a dynamic
task, especially given constant
changes in technology.  But the
rewards can mean the difference
between a company in the red and
one that reaps a profit. ■
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Reprints Available
• Andy Ney authored case studies
used in a booklet titled, "Making 
the Licensing Decision," a joint 
publication of the Licensing Execu-
tives Society and the U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy. The publication

addresses the basics of licensing
technology.  It is available to anyone
for $1.00 by contacting the Licensing
Executives Society at (703) 836-3106
or "www.usa-canada.les.org."   ■

The last issue of this newslet-
ter contained an article titled,
"Does Your Bank's Security Inter-
ests Render Your Trademarks
Insecure?"  Credit should have
been given to Jeffrey G. Sheldon,
Esq., from the IP firm of Sheldon
& Mak, as the author.  Please
contact Jeff at (626) 796-4000 for
further information about the arti-
cle or to obtain reprints.   ■

Are you looking for a particular
technology? Are you trying to sell a
particular technology?  You might
consider contacting "yet2.com," a
forum for buying and selling tech-
nology. Yet2.com has a database of
licensable technology, both new
ideas and proven technologies, with
substantial contributions from premier 
R&D companies. Among the charter
members of yet2.com are 3M,
DuPont, Polaroid, TRW, and Ford. 

How does yet2.com operate?
Owners of intellectual property
complete "technology packages"
which detail the function and value
of an innovation.  Seekers of tech-
nology solutions research their par-
ticular needs by: (1) exploring yet
2.com's library of licensable tech-
nologies, (2) searching yet2.com's
patent database, and (3) listing
anonymous "technology wanted"
notices.  For more information con-

Licensing Corner

A significant portion of R&P's patent
practice involves filing and prosecut-
ing international patent applica-
tions.  Our attorneys have experience
with most of the industrialized coun-
tries of the world and have a network
of foreign associates supporting their
efforts.  To augment our experience
and to strengthen the relationships
that we enjoy with our associates, we
try to visit our associates and host
our associates when they travel to the
United States.  Kevin Casey greets
Wayne A. Slater (left), a registered
patent attorney and solicitor from
Pizzeys, an Australian patent and
trademark firm.  Wayne recently vis-
ited our offices, met each of our
attorneys, and updated us as a
group on Australian patent practice. 

The U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office (PTO) recently announced
PTO TODAY, an online magazine
directed toward the PTO's cus-
tomers. The PTO TODAY online
magazine is published monthly and
presents current topics of interest
pertaining to both internal PTO
operations and PTO interaction with
the public it serves.

The contents of PTO TODAY
stem from customer responses to a
survey asking what they would like
to see in a monthly publication.
PTO TODAY will offer readers infor-
mation ranging from tips to make fil-
ing patent and trademark applica-
tions easier to insight on the Com-
missioner's priorities for the agency.
In addition, the magazine will fea-

Patent and Trademark Office 
Introduces Online Magazine

ture stories that will keep PTO cus-
tomers up-to-date on legislative and
policy changes, new programs, and
current events. 

The February 2000 edition of the
PTO TODAY is now available on the
PTO's web site at http://www.uspto.
gov/web/offices/ac/ahrpa/opa/
ptotoday/.  ■

tact yet2.com at 17 Monsignor
O'Brien Highway, Cambridge, MA
02141; U.S. Telephone (617) 557-
3800; Facsimile (617) 523-8232; E-
mail info@yet2.com; Web site
www.yet2.com; European Tele-
phone +(44) 7747 694 820.    ■

Correction
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Announcing
• Paul Prestia recently completed
his three-year term as a member of
the Board of Directors of the 
American Intellectual Property Law

Association and has now been
appointed Chair of the Association's
Committee On Professionalism 
and Ethics.  Paul has also been

elected Secretary of the National
Council of Intellectual Property Law
Associations.   ■

The Philadelphia-based Benjamin Franklin American Inn of Court provides a forum for IP practitioners of varying 
experience levels to meet regularly and, through programs and social contact, to foster civility, enhanced professional-
ism, and legal competence among members of the bar.  R&P attorneys are active Inn members. A recent meeting
addressed mediation as an alternative (to litigation) to resolve a trademark dispute. The program included an actual,
live mediation session (albeit in truncated form to fit the format).  Paul Prestia (1st from left), one of the founders of the
Inn and its first president, moderated the program.  Kevin Casey (5th from left), current Vice President and Program
Chair of the Inn, acted as the mediator.  Jacques Etkowicz (not shown) and Josh Cohen (3rd from left) of R&P played the
roles of the defendant and plaintiff, respectively.

On November 29, 1999, President Clinton signed the
American Inventors Protection Act of 1999.  This Act
decreases certain patent fees and increases certain
trademark fees.  The changes were made to better
reflect the cost of providing services by the respective
patent and trademark branches of the U.S. Patent 
and Trademark Office (PTO).  Among the more impor-
tant patent fee changes are the reduction in the basic
utility patent filing fee from $760 to $690 and the
reduction in the 3.5-year maintenance fee from $940 to
$830.  (All "small entity" fees are half of those listed.)
The following table summarizes some of the more 
important changes in trademark fees, with fee amounts
given per class: 

Description Current Fee    New Fee
Amount Amount

Application for registrations $245 $325

Extension for filing 
Statement of Use $100 $150

Application for renewal $300 $400

Filing Section 15 affidavit $100 $200

Petition for cancellation $200 $300

Notice of opposition $200 $300

PTO Fee Adjustments
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common in many jurisdictions.  
The Right of Privacy

The right of privacy is concerned
with the right to control dissemina-
tion of information about oneself.  It
usually falls into four categories of
torts, after a 1960 law review article
on the subject by the well-known
legal scholar, William Prosser.  The
four categories are: intrusion, disclo-
sure, false light, and appropriation.
A key element to several of the cate-
gories is that determining what is
embarrassing or offensive is judged
by the "reasonable person" standard
and not by whether the complaining
individual was embarrassed.  

Under "intrusion," the right of pri-
vacy is violated by physical acts that
invade a person's solitude or seclu-
sion and which would be objection-
able to a reasonable person.  A
peeping tom or a warrantless search
of your house are common exam-
ples of intrusions.  

The second category, disclosure,
is probably the most common viola-
tion of privacy rights.  This involves
the public disclosure of embarrass-
ing private facts.  Publication of
unauthorized nude photographs or
private medical information falls
under this heading.  A problem in
enforcing a right of privacy based
on disclosure is that not all informa-
tion about a person is private and
the "reasonable person" may not
consider all disclosures embarrassing
or offensive, even if the disclosure
involves information that you would
have preferred to keep out of the
public spotlight.  Also problematic is
the possible conflict with the first
amendment rights of the press.  

Defamation and libel are existing
torts and are the usual vehicles to
seek redress for acts that put a per-
son in a false light.  Some states
have even rejected the false light
right of privacy as duplicative of
defamation or libel.  In states that
recognize this category, whether the
complainant is a public figure and
whether an opinion is being
expressed are relevant facts, as in
cases of defamation.  Mistakenly
using the wrong person's photo-
graph in an article describing the
criminal activities of another is one
example that can fit into the false
light privacy category.  

The final category is the invasion
of privacy by appropriation.  This
category includes misappropriation
of the value of a person's persona or
likeness for advertising purposes.
This privacy right is often viewed as
identical to the right of publicity, dif-
fering in some jurisdictions by the
nature of the injury--to dignity and
feelings (privacy), or to commercial
value (publicity).  
The Right of Publicity

The right of publicity grew out of
the right of privacy and, as noted
above, particularly from the invasion
of privacy right by appropriation.
The right of publicity generally pro-
tects against appropriation of a per-
son's commercial value by using
their persona or likeness without
permission.  In many but not all
cases, it is the lack of compensation
that is the real issue, not merely the
lack of permission.  There are many
instances, however, where even
celebrities who regularly endorse
products or causes may not want
their name used with a particular
product or organization.  This can
be particularly problematic when a
person is already in an exclusive

How to Keep (Your) Face - 
The Rights of Publicity and Privacy
(continued from page 1)

licensing arrangement with one
branded product or company.
Importantly, though, every person
has a right of publicity, regardless of
whether they are celebrities.  Of
course, the damages that may result
from an invasion or infringement of
the right of publicity could drastical-
ly differ, depending upon the
celebrity of the person.  

It was the unauthorized commer-
cial use of the umpires' photographs
on the baseball trading cards that
brought the umpires to R&P.  Both
the players and the umpires are part
of the "cast" of a baseball game.
Our argument was straightforward:
If the baseball trading card compa-
nies already recognized that the
players needed to be paid, why
shouldn't the umpires be paid?  It
would be difficult to show a player
arguing with an umpire if the
umpire were not in the photograph.
It is also more desirable to see a pic-
ture of a close play with the umpire
making the call than to leave it up
to the viewer to say "Safe" or "Out."
Because these were the types of
photographs that the baseball trad-
ing card companies chose to put on
the cards they were selling, the
umpires should have been contacted
for their permission and been paid
for the use of their photographs on
the cards.  The difference in value
between an umpire's picture on a
card and a star baseball player's pic-
ture merely goes to the amount of
the damage that resulted, not
whether the umpires' right of public-
ity was violated.  

Our case settled before a court
decision.  The moral of this story is
that a picture can be worth more
than a thousand words.  ■

Ratner & Prestia specializes in patent, trademark, and copyright matters and realizes an obligation to keep its clients, and others, informed in those
areas. The articles in this newsletter are intended to provide only a brief, general overview of each subject and are not necessarily the opinion of this

firm. R & P recommends that readers seek specific information on particular matters of concern.
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